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Mentoring Toolbox Introduction 

 

Starting Point’s Mentoring Toolbox provides resources that enable you to support and equip 

your mentee to move forward. 

 

Positive Psychology 

Our mentoring is holistic and so we have used Positive Psychology to shape the toolbox - the 

scientific study of how humans thrive, or those elements that make life worth living! We look to 

help our young people to develop in all these areas: positive emotions, vitality, engagement, 

relationships, meaning and achievement.   

 

 

 

 

  



 

Resources Theme Overview 

 

Identity 
Self-Discovery & Awareness 

Well-being 
Social, Emotional, Physical 

Growth 
Skills for Moving Forward 

Identity Meaning 
Positive 

Emotions 
Vitality Relationships Engagement Achievement Career 

Identify & 
develop their 
strengths & 

unique talents 
 
 
 
- Personality 
- Character 
- Values 
- Learning styles 
- Self-esteem 

Build a sense of 
hope and 

optimism into 
their perspective 

 
 
 
- Purpose & 

passion 
- Potential 
- Meaningful use 

of time 
- Core 

motivations 
- Belief & 

spirituality 
- Post-traumatic 

growth 

Cultivate their 
happiness, 

gratitude & well-
being 

 
 
 
- Optimistic 

thinking 
- Emotional 

regulation 
- Mindsets 
- Resilience 
- Managing mental 

health 
- Confidence 

Help them learn 
good self-care 

 
 
 
 
 
- Sleep & Nutrition 
- Physical activity 
- Money 

management 
- Recreation / fun 
- Where you live 
- Managing stress 
- Routine planner  

Encourage 
building & 

maintaining 
healthy positive 

relationships 
 
 
- Flourishing 

relationship 
skills 

- Connections 
- Conversation & 

communication 
- Kindness 
- Forgiveness 
- Resolving 

conflict 
- Friendships 

Strengthen their 
life skills & 
resilience 

 
 
 
 
- Willpower & 

saying no 
- Choice & healthy 

decision-making 
- Working to my 

best 
- Responsibilities 
- Problem-solving 

Support their 
goal-setting & 
goal-striving 

 
 
 
 
- Goal setting & 

goal-meeting 
- Hope 
- Perseverance 
- Motivation 

Develop practical 
skills to access 

next steps 
 
 
 
 
- CV Writing 
- Job applications 
- Interview 

Preparation 

…for a life that is… 

Secure Meaningful Positive Balanced Relational Engaged Accomplished Focused 
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Key approaches within mentoring: 

Our mentoring is relational – use these resources within the context of taking a genuine interest 

in your mentee and allowing time to build relationship and trust through conversation. 

✓ Active listening - to each young person about their personal aspirations and 

challenges.  

✓ Starting where they are at - set goals together, big or small, allowing the individual to 

experience achievement.  

✓ Emphasis on encouragement and empowerment - enabling them to find solutions 

themselves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Using the Resources 

Mentoring is tailored to each individual so please use the resources in a way that is 

personalised to the young person – identifying their areas of need and unique barriers, then 

supporting them on their journey to overcome, grow and meet their goals.  

You may wish to include the young person in looking at the resource categories, so see what 

they would like to focus on. You can choose any category that you feel is relevant to the young 

person, you do not have to work through in a particular order. Personal growth in one area will 

flow into and impact on other areas too. 

 

The Online Portal 

To access the resources digitally, enabling you to print them off for mentoring sessions, visit 

the Mentoring Toolbox page on the website: www.startingpoint.org.uk/mentoring-toolbox and 

click through to the mentoring resources page. You will need to enter a password that will be 

given to you by the Starting Point Team.   

http://www.startingpoint.org.uk/mentoring-toolbox
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Resources List 

 

 

Self-Discovery & Awareness 

Identity 
 

Identify & develop 
their strengths & 

unique talents 
 

✓ My Strengths & Weaknesses 
 

✓ My World of Work Profile  
 

✓ Personality Profiling 
 

✓ Self-Esteem Journaling 

Meaning 
 

Build a sense of hope 
& optimism into their 

perspective 

✓ Looking Back Looking Forward 
 

✓ Discovering Your Values 
 

✓ Creating a Vision Board 
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Social, Emotional, Physical 

Positive Emotions 

 
Cultivate their 

happiness, gratitude & 
well-being 

✓ Developing a Positive Attitude – Training Module 
 

✓ Emotional Regulation and Self-control Exercises 
 

✓ Blob Tree – Emotional Literacy Resource 
 

✓ The Power of Thankfulness 

Vitality 
 

Help them learn good 
self-care 

✓ Planning a Lockdown Routine 
 

✓ Developing Healthy Habits 
 

✓ Creating a Routine Planner 
 

✓ Muddy Buckets – Managing Stress 

Relationships 
 

Encourage building & 
maintaining healthy 

positive relationships 

✓ Developing Your Communication Style – Training Module 
 
✓ Working with Others – Training Module 

 
✓ Positive Friendships 
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Skills for Moving Forward 

Engagement 
 

Strengthen their life 
skills & resilience 

✓ Skills for the Workplace – Training Module 
 

✓ Identifying Problems & Barriers 
 

✓ Growth Mindset vs. Fixed Mindset 
 

✓ Personal Growth Map 
 

✓ Personal Growth Action Plan 

Achievement 
 

Support their goal-
setting & goal striving 

✓ Job Goals & Aspirations 
 

✓ Session Log 
 

✓ Stepping Stones to Work – Review  
 

✓ Stepping Stones to Work – Pathway  
 

✓ Learning to Prioritise 

Career 
 

Develop practical 
skills to access next 

steps 

✓ Getting Started with a CV 
 

✓ Developing Your CV 
 

✓ Getting Started with a Cover Letter 
 

✓ Preparing for Interview – Training Module 
 

✓ Getting Started with Interview Answers 
 

✓ Developing Your Interview Answers 
 

✓ How to Answer Common Interview Questions 
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Toolbox Development 

Starting Point’s Mentoring Toolbox resources have been developed and refined over the last 8 

years as a collaborative process, drawing on the background, training and on-the-ground 

experience of the team. 

The creation of the Mentoring Toolbox has been led by: 

 

Keren Newnham 

Working with young people in various countries for over 20 years, Keren has worked in 

education as a high school teacher in Australia, alternative educator and parenting 

specialist in New Zealand, and a community development worker in Mexico, New 

Zealand and the United Kingdom.  She also has experience working towards achieving 

the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, particularly around hunger, food 

sustainability and education.   

Keren has a particular passion for the vulnerable, unseen and under-valued.  She is a 

strong advocate for trauma survivors and aims to not only help survivors understand 

why they feel and behave the way they do, but facilitate pathways for recovery.  

Keren’s qualifications include: BA (English and Anthropology); Dip Ed. Secondary 

Education (SOSE and English); Master of International Development and Master of 

Community Development; and a Certificate in Therapeutic Mentoring.   

  

Kevin Kennedy 

Since his retirement from the financial services industry in 2015, Kevin provides 

professional coaching, mentoring and consultancy services to various organisations on 

a part-time basis. 

Prior to this, Kevin held various senior roles within both the banking and insurance 

sectors including Sales and Marketing Director of a large UK subsidiary of Lloyds Bank 

and European Managing Director of Aon Warranty Group, one of Europe’s largest 

specialty insurers.  

An early part of Kevin’s career was dedicated to training and development, an area 

which Kevin feels passionately about. It was this passion, and Kevin’s continuous 

desire to help develop others, that led to his involvement with Starting Point and its 

Mentoring Programme.  

 

Rebecca Baker 

Rebecca has worked in various community projects in the charity sector, with a focus 

on supporting and empowering those who come from vulnerable or disadvantaged 

situations. This has included counselling, running creative groups providing support for 

vulnerable women, and 3 years teaching at an education centre for excluded teenagers 

with emotional and behavioural difficulties.  

She has a BA in English Literature, a certificate in Community Counselling, and has 

been part of the Starting Point team since 2014, her current role being Best Practice 

and Resources Development Coordinator.  
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